Real Cures, Real Treatments for the Virus That Causes Covid-19 & Your Right to Choose

One Night Only - Thursday, 10/7 @7pm ET – Online Event

What mainstream media and the government are not telling you. An urgent, online event featuring Peter McCullough, MD, Simone Gold, MD, JD, Tricia Bhat, MD, James Lyons-Weiler, PhD and Kevin Barry, Esq. in a moderated discussion of effective, inexpensive, off-patent alternative treatments for the SARS-COV2 virus and its variants. You will leave this symposium with ready-to-use information and data for protection and cure of the virus, as a viable alternative to the experimental Covid shots – an alternative that has been tested and proved effective by doctors treating patients on the front lines of the Covid pandemic. There will also be discussion of the protection of civil rights/civil liberties in the present crisis. Become fully informed about your alternatives to the Covid shots!

See Everyone’s Full Bio and Registration Info Online at Wholistic Living Network